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“Just as electricity transformed almost everything
100 years ago, today I actually have a hard time
thinking of an industry that I don’t think AI will
transform in the next several years”
Andrew Ng – Google Brain, Baidu, Stanford
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MAY 11, 1997

Deep Blue beats Garry Kasparov

PwC New Services and Emerging Tech
Confidential information for the sole benefit and use of PwC’s client.
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FEB 16, 2011

Watson beats Jeopardy Champions

PwC New Services and Emerging Tech
Confidential information for the sole benefit and use of PwC’s client.
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MARCH 15, 2016

AlphaGo beats
Lee Sedol
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AlphaGo v. AlphaGo Zero vs AlphaZero (2016-2017)

• Trained with data from human
Go Players

• Uses just the rules of the game
with no human data

• The same program now uses
the rules of Chess

• Uses data from playing with
itself

• AlphaGo Zero beats AlphaGo
Lee in 3 days of training in
2017

• AlphaZero AI beats Stockfish
(best Chess program) 64-36

• Generated ’new’ moves that
humans had not used

• System was trained in 4
hours using 5,000 TPUs

• AlphaGo Lee beats Go
Grandmaster Lee Sedol 4-1 in
March 2016
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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AI will contribute to substantial gains in productivity and consumption
Are you ready to exploit the opportunities from AI & overcome the challenges?

Global GDP uplift due to AI
($ in trillions)

Global GDP Impact of AI through 2030

2030 IMPACT:
$15.7T
Consumption
Contribution:

60%
Productivity
Contribution:

40%

Source: Sizing the Prize, PwC Report, 2017; A CPA’s Introduction to AI: From Algorithms to Deep Learning, What you need to know, CPA of Canada, 2019.
PwC
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Artificial intelligence is growing and is here to stay. It will impact all geographies
and sectors.
China and North America will see biggest
AI gains by 2030
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Global economic impact of AI in 2030 by sector
Sector

$ trillion

Healthcare

$5.1

Manufacturing

$4.0

Financial Services

$2.1

Retail

$2.0

Energy

$1.7

Transport & Logistics

$0.6

Tech, media, telecom

$0.3
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Enterprises are realizing the value from digitization to AI along two distinct but
related paths, to enhance productivity, increase profits and enhance experience

Digitization
Data (Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity, Value)
Personalization

Simplification

Cognification

Automation

Analytics

Analytics Path

Automation Path

Standardization

Artificial Intelligence
Productivity
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Experience

Revenues

Profits
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Automation Path: Enterprises are moving from BPA to IPA to fully
exploit AI, enhance productivity and reduce costs of operation

Algorithmic Business

Intelligent Process
Automation (IPA)

Robotic Process Automation
(RPA)
Alias: Robotic Desktop
Automation (RDA)

Macros and Scripts

Business Process
Automation (BPA)

Rules-based automation within a
specific application (e.g., Excel)
to provide users with a way to
automate a repeatable process
with highly structured data

Reengineering existing business
processes by using software,
integrating systems, and
restructuring labor to optimize
workflows and minimize costs
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Automating labor-intensive,
repetitive activities across
multiple systems and interfaces
by training and/or programming
third-party software to replicate a
user’s workflow
Operates at the presentation layer
without the need to change
existing systems

Industrialized use of complex
mathematical algorithms to drive
improved business decisions or
process automation for
competitive differentiation

Aliases: Cognitive Computing,
Smart Workflows

How do RPA and IPA
differ?

Combining RPA with artificial
intelligence technologies to
identify patterns, learn over time,
and optimize workflows

RPA directly mimics
human behavior

Through “supervised” and
“unsupervised” learning,
algorithms make predictions and
provide insights on recognized
patterns

Input

Program

Output

IPA learns how to become
more efficient
Input

Program

Output

Learning
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Analytics Path: Enterprises are moving from descriptive analytics to
cognitive analytics to fully exploit AI, enhance experience and improve margins

Cognitive

Prescriptive
(What should be
done?)
Predictive

Descriptive
(What
happened?)
Describe, summarize
and analyze historical
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
data

Diagnostic
(Why it
happened?)
Identify causes of
trends and
outcomes

(What could
happen?)
Predict future
outcomes based
on facts from the
past and
simulations

Recommend ‘right’
or optimal actions
or decisions

(How do we
adapt to change?)
Monitor, decide,
and act
autonomously or
semi-autonomously
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Four ways that AI is used in enterprises:

+
Human in the loop

Hardwired /
specific
systems

Adaptive
systems

Assisted Intelligence
2

Augmented Intelligence
3
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No human in the loop

Automated Intelligence
1

Autonomous Intelligence
4
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AI is defined as the theory and development of systems that sense the environment,
make decisions, and act that would normally require human intelligence.
Physical

Hear

Perceive
Feel

Speak

See

Understand

Plan

Cognitive
Creative

Assist

Reactive

AI that can sense…

AI that can think…

AI that can act…

▪ Natural language

▪ Knowledge & representation

▪ Robotic process automation

▪ Audio & speech

▪ Planning & scheduling

▪ Deep question & answering

▪ Machine vision

▪ Reasoning

▪ Machine translation

▪ Navigation

▪ Machine Learning

▪ Collaborative systems

▪ Visualization

▪ Deep Learning

▪ Adaptive systems

Statistics

Econometrics
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Optimization

FOUNDATION LAYER

Complexity
Theory

Computer
Science

Game
Theory
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Some of the key areas of focus in Artificial Intelligence
Natural Language

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Understanding human
speech and text through
application of computer
science, AI, and
computational linguistics

Using algorithms to learn
from data and solve
business problems without
being explicitly
programmed

Leveraging cutting-edge
machine learning
algorithms inspired by
artificial neural networks
especially for unstructured
data

Simulation & RL

Automated ML

Embodied AI

Responsible AI

Testing various scenarios
in models of real-world
processes and finding
optimal strategies under
those scenarios

Automating and
standardizing machine
learning pipelines to make
them more accessible and
reproducible

AI that is embodied within
a physical artifact and
interacts with humans and
the environment (Robots,
IoT, Autonomous Drones)

Developing fair, safe,
explainable, accountable
and ethical AI with a
combination of people,
process, technology and
governane

PwC

Data Engineering /
Model Ops
Using cutting-edge
architecture to analyze
terabytes of data and deploy
AI models on cloud for
production
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Businesses have exploited AI to increase their revenues, reduce costs, improve
customer experience and to disrupt the industry in significant ways

Revenue Growth

Global auto manufacturer gamified its strategy with simulation and
machine learning to create a new business model for rideshare &
autonomous vehicles. This resulted in 200,000 go to market scenarios
evaluated, an $1B+ acquisition of AV technology startup and 170M
miles delivered by 10,000 vehicles

Global Pharmaceutical company used NLP to extract
adverse drug interaction from multiple unstructured data
sources. This increased annual growth of adverse
events by 20% and diagnostic accuracy by 96%; and
improved cost processing saving by 35 – 45% and
annual saving on current base by $14 – 18M

Cost Reduction

Customer
Experience

Client conducted a three-day data challenge with 14 vendors
providing them with 4 billion rows of customer, web, call, and
workflow log data. PwC developed a process mining, customer,
and interaction model to be placed #1 amongst the 14 vendors

Global airline used predictive aircraft maintenance to reduce maintenance
related costs from Delays & Cancellations. This resulted in 15% reduction
in delays due to maintenance, 0.9% on time performance and 25% cost
reduction

Risk
Management

Industry
Disruption
PwC

Designed and implemented a Responsible
AI Framework, covering the new AI-related
risks and the development of new mitigating
controls, policies and guidance for a global
manufacturer
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02

AI in Insurance
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Insurers carry out a huge number of activities and make countless decisions
across the value chain that are being optimized or disrupted by AI
How can we grow our market
share and which markets to
enter, exit or expand?
Director, Strategy

Outbound Logistics
Strategy &
Growth

Customers &
Marketing

How can we streamline
underwriting and enhance
efficiencies of our operations?
Director, Underwriting,
Operations

How can we reach more
customers and price our
products to increase sales?
Director, Sales

How can we balance losses,
claims experience and claims
costs?
Director, Claims

Operations & Development
Sales &
Distribution

How can we engage with our
customers to enhance their
experience?
Director, Marketing

Product
Development

How do we innovate and
introduce new products and
services?
Director, Products

Underwriting &
Operations

Service &
Support

How do we increase customer
satisfaction and retain more
customers?
Director, Service

Inbound Logistics
Claims

Risk, Finance,
Capital

How do we efficiently manage
our capital and get better ROE?
Director, Finance

Over 300+ AI Use Cases Across 8 Sectors – Sizing the Prize
• Market Share
• Customer Experience

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

• Acquisition Rate
• Innovation Rate

• Operational Efficiency
• Customer Satisfaction

• Expense Ratio
• Claims Ratio
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Customer Experience

Robo-advisor for financial
wellness
What’s the situation?
RIIA wanted to highlight the household balance
sheet and new ways of planning for retirement
income, but was stuck with traditional portfolio
optimization models

What we did…
We built consumer and household level ‘digital
twins’ using synthetic datasets and agent-based
simulation

What were the benefits?
Gamification of Strategy resulted in the
development of a digital advisor that simulates
household level (128 million) financial data into the
future to enhance financial wellness

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Digital Advisor: “Households Like Yours”
We’ll benchmark you against peer households …
Tell us a little about yourself …
Client’s Name

Household Balance Sheet ($
‘000)

John Doe Smith

$365

$1.750

$1.650

$1.100
$885
$765

47

Age
Household Zip Code

75220

Gender

Male

Marital Status
# Dependents

Married
2

$350
$220

Households Like
Yours
Net Worth

Liabilities

$165 $185

$145

$650

Your Household
Total Assets

Household Income Statement ($
‘000)

Your Household
Income

Households Like Yours

Expenses

Surplus/Deficit

… and help you augment missing/incomplete data
PwC Synthetic
Dataset

Co-Client’s Name

Annual Base Income

Co-Client’s Age

Total Assets

Co-Client’s Annual Base Income

Mary Jo Smith
45

i

Households
Like Yours:
$175K - $195K

“Households Like You” estimates increase in accuracy as more data points become available
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

* Illustrative
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Digital Advisor: “Future You” or Retirement Planning Evolved
Basic scenario analysis focused
primarily on asset growth across
multiple economic environments

Others: Incomplete retirement readiness representation

vs.
$ecure: Holistic retirement readiness monitoring

Projected Fundedness To Retirement

Picture source: Betterment.com

Limited guidance on how
much to save, due to absence
of the liabilities side of the
equation
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Rather than having to monitor
multiple metrics, users only
track fundedness, which takes
stock of current and future
assets and liabilities
* Illustrative

80%
60%
40%
20%

Long-Term Care
(Spouse)

Constraine
d

Fundedness (%)

100%

Underfunded

120%

Overfunded

140%

Emergency
Healthcare
(Client)

College Tuition
(Elder Child)

0%

47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
Age – Head Of Household (J. Smith)
Pessimistic
Expected

In addition to macroeconomic factors, $ecure features sophisticated
scenario analysis that captures significant life events as well
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Claims Deep Learning – Responsible AI

Image Segmentation for
auto damage claims
What’s the situation?
A technology company providing claims estimation
services for auto insurers annotates customersupplied images for the claims process - highly
manual and potentially subjective, process as
different estimators may qualify damage in an
image differently

What we did…
We built a deep learning model for accident images
to identify damage – scratches, dents etc. and use
explainable AI to describe the damage

What were the benefits?
29% greater productivity improvement in estimate
generation. 4% efficiency gains from accurate
claims triaging. Better consistency and quality of
damage explanations based on machine generated
explanations
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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We had three primary initiatives to support automation in the estimation
process

Damage Segmentation
Provide a heatmap of damage
on an image by class:

-

Scratch
Dent
Crack
Panel separation
Missing piece
Background

Damaged Part Prediction
Identify parts in an image and
correlate to damage heatmap to
predict part damage for
estimate prepopulation

Similar Vehicle Retrieval
Retrieve similar images
damaged and non-damaged
images to assist Estimators in
identifying and assessing
damage

Full implementation of POC models could yield 29% efficiency savings across the Estimator team
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Deep learning claims model detecting different types of auto damages
Dent

Scratch

Panel Separation

Missing
Piece

Crack

Non-damaged

photo_id: 18798392
claim_id: 911906

Detected Parts:

Possible Damaged Parts:

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Designing New Markets

TEMPLATE B SAMPLE
Modeling a futuristic robotaxi ridesharing fleet.
What’s the situation?
GM recognized the need to invest in alternative
transportation services, but needed to understand
what services could be profitable and how they
should be operated.

What we did…
We built a dynamic simulation to identify drivers
of adoption and optimal operational structures.

“Autonomous vehicles are among the client’s
highest priorities. The modeling has had a
significant impact on how they think and plan.”
ANAND RAO
PwC Artificial Intelligence Leader

What were the benefits?
We performed a scenario analysis with more than
200,000 go-to-market scenarios to identify target
markets, as well as launch and operations
strategies.

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Deep Causal Reasoning with Millions of Digital Twins
Commute

Digital Twins of Consumers,
model purchase choices based
on socio-demographics,
transport choice, city topology,
and economics

Transport
Choice

Weekend
Service Offering Types
2-Way ( Zip Car)

Car Share
Characteristic
Evaluation

Free float (Car2Go)
Peer to Peer (Relay
Rides)

P(Car Sharing)

Car Share

Service 1
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Errand

Service 2

P(Alternatives)

Other

Service n
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Over 200,000 Go-to-Market Scenarios Simulated

Market
Conditions

To account for randomness experienced in
dynamic systems, each strategy for each city
was conducted 10 times

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Cities selected in the previous analysis,
using a Demographic model and the
Demand Estimator, were used in the
analysis

Select
Cities

The model was calibrated to different
market conditions of consumer acceptance

~6,000
Final
Scenarios

Random
Seeds

Strategies

Different strategies were tested, varying,
among others:
- Price
- Aggressiveness of Entry
- Marketing
- Customer Service
28

Organizations have been able to reap significant operational and financial benefits
from Big Data, Analytics, and AI deployments, which is likely to continue, but with
significant challenges
Enhances Customer Experience: A large life insurance firm, traditionally distributing their products through advisors, wanted to establish and enhance
their direct relationship with consumers. Behavioural economics and agent-based simulation was used to identify key moments of truth for product
purchase decisions that resulted in a complete re-design of the operating model
Increases Agility: A large global wealth manager wanted to speed-up resolution of trouble tickets with explicit regulatory deadlines (typically within 24
hours of complaint filing). A big data platform together with natural language processing was used to cluster trouble tickets and assign them to the
appropriately skilled support staff to speed-up resolution
Improves Productivity: A large business services firm wanted to reduce administration overheads and accelerate delivery of reports to end user clients.
RPA enabled the client to improve staff productivity by 96%, 80% reduction in penalties incurred missing client KPIs, and 35-40% savings in the
reconciliation process
Increases Asset & Resource Utilization: A specialist oil & gas equipment manufacturer wanted to utilize streams of sensor data on variable speed
induction motors and multi-staged centrifugal pumps to predict failure events, optimize service routines, and optimize control settings. Anomaly detection
and machine learning techniques were able to predict up to 75% of equipment downtime (depending on the completeness of data for the different well
segments), with low incidence of false positives, significantly increasing asset utilization without compromising quality
Reduces Costs: Maintenance Delays and Cancellations (D&Cs) costed this global airliner more than $100M per year and negatively impacted its customer
satisfaction and loyalty. Developed an analytical model and delay alerting reporting tool that predicted approximately 55% of actual D&Cs in selected ATA
chapters with an estimated net benefit of $25-35M/year across the entire fleet
Increases Revenue: A large auto-insurer decided to fundamentally alter their online quote engine and enhance the retention of customers. Using
advanced agent-based behavioural simulation using internal and external data the client was able to increase their retained annual premiums by over
$200 million
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Responsible AI Discussion
(Discussion)
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What are some of the risks associated with AI and
what should we do to mitigate and manage these
risks?

PwC New
PwC’s
Digital
Services
Services
and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Large organizations and regulators have been voicing concerns about the risks
associated with AI and the importance of understanding AI ‘Black Box’
Bank of America confronts AI's
‘Black Box’ with fraud detection
effort
• Banks are researching ways to
explain AI algorithms which could
have far-reaching impacts in
guarding against potential ethical
and regulatory breaches
• They need to understand how
decision is made so that they can
stand behind it

Cambridge Analytica scandal
highlights need for AI regulations
• This claims that the regulators
have to make a connection with
the ethics

Microsoft dropped some potential
deals over AI ethical concerns
• The Company wants AI to be
complementarity and not a
replacement to human,
highlighting the need for AI
companies to ensure their
approach is responsible and
ethical

The rise of Artificial Intelligence:
Future outlook and emerging risks
• Five areas of concerns about
‘strong’ AI: ethics, liability,
accountability, safety, software
accessibility
• Emerging risks impact: business
risks, labor disruption, liability
changes, regulatory noncompliance

Source: The Guardian

Killer robots? Cambridge
Analytica and Facebook show us
the real danger of AI
• Explains the real AI threat is
people without ethics using
machines for global social
engineering efforts

Source: The Wall Street Journal
PwC

Source: The Next Web

Source: AI News

Source: AGCS Allianz
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AI risks that need to be assessed, mitigated and managed can be categorized
into six categories that impact consumers, businesses, societies and nations
Control

NATIONAL-LEVEL RISKS

• Risk of AI going ‘rogue’ (e.g., Tay Chatbot)
• Inability to control malevolent AI

• Swarm drones

Control
Risks

Performance
• Risk of Errors

Ethical

• Risk of Bias

• ‘Lack of Values’ risk

Ethical
Risks

• Value Alignment risk

Performance
Risks

• Goal Alignment risk

• Risk of stability of
performance
• Lack of feedback process

AI Risks

Security

Economic

• Cyber intrusion risks

• Job displacement risks
• ‘Winner-takes-all’ concentration of
power risk

• Risk of Opaqueness

Economic
Risks

Security
Risks

• Open source software risks
• Digital, Physical, Political
security

• Liability risk

Societal

• Privacy risks

Societal
Risks

BUSINESS-LEVEL RISKS

• Risk of Autonomous Weapons proliferation
• Risk of ‘intelligence divide’
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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PwC’s Responsible AI Framework addresses the risks of AI with five primary
pillars
Society
Ethics & Legal
Helping clients understand the systemic and moral implications of their use of AI

Operations
Governance
Designing effective AI operating models and processes to improve accountability and quality

Performance
Bias

Interpretability

Robustness & Security

Testing for bias in the data, model,
and human use of AI algorithms to
improve fairness of treatment across
groups

Adding transparency, explainability
and provability to the modelling
process to improve human
understanding of the model outputs

Improving security and robustness
of AI through rigorous validation,
continuous monitoring and
maintenance, verification and
adversarial modelling

PwC
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04

National Regulators and AI
(Discussion)
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What are governments and regulators thinking
about AI? What aspects of AI should be regulated?

PwC New
PwC’s
Digital
Services
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and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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“ We may need, as a regulator, to look under the
hood or behind the curtain to see what data were
used, what training data were used, what factors
were programmed into the system and what
question the AI system was trained to answer.”
Elizabeth Denham, UK Information
Commissioner, oral evidence to the House of
Commons Science and Technology Committee,
January 2018
PwC New
PwC’s
Digital
Services
Services
and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Are we entering a new AI-inspired arms race?

PwC
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The key elements of National AI Strategies must address six policy categories
Basic AI R&D

Business Protection

Reskilling

•

Moonshot projects

•

Local companies

•

Workforce reskilling

•

University funding

•

Specific industry sectors

•

Digital fitness

•

Business incentives

•

Algorithmic governance

•

University education

Specialized AI Tech.

Consumer Protection

Ethics

•

Drones

•

Data security

•

Citizen monitoring

•

Autonomous vehicles

•

Income security

•

Autonomous weapons

•

Service robots

•

Digital anonymity

•

Beneficial use of AI

PwC
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AI standardization efforts globally
• 61 national standards
• 60,201 European
standards from CEN
CENELEC and ETSI

• 60,729 international
standards from ISO
and IEC

• Other open technical
standards
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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IEEE ethics for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (AIS)
Technical standards and regulation for AI

Data Privacy Process

Standard on Personal
Data AI Agent
Working Group

IEEE P7000™

Ref: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161213005259/en/IEEE-Ethically-Aligned-Design-Document-ElevatesImportance
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab
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Thank you.
Dr. Anand S. Rao
Global AI Lead

anand.s.rao@pwc.com
@AnandSRao
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Appendix:
1. Machine Learning & Deep Learning
2. Enterprise AI Applications

3. AI Risks
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Machine Learning & Deep Learning

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Machine Learning is one of the branches of Artificial Intelligence that is
being increasingly applied to real world problems and systems

“Learning is any process by which a
system improves performance from
experience”
“Machine Learning is concerned with
computer programs that automatically
improve their performance through
experience”
Herbert Simon
Turing Award – 1975
Nobel Prize (Economics) - 1978

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Supervised
Learning
Pre-labeled data trains a model
to predict new outcomes (e.g.,
regression)

Machine
Learning
Unsupervised
Learning
Non-labeled data self
organizes to predict new
outcomes (e.g., clustering)

Reinforcemen
t Learning
Model learns from interacting
with the environment (e.g., Qlearning)
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Three types of machine learning…

Supervised
Child has to sort the colored
blocks by matching the
colors of the block with the
colors of the bag
PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Unsupervised
Child has to sort blocks
by color, shape or both
with no instructions

Reinforcement
Child get feedback from
Mom when he does
something right or wrong
46

Machine learning takes the raw data to learn features that make up the
model of the real world
Raw data
Features

Models

Deploy in
production
Predictions

I fell in love the instant I
laid my eyes on that
puppy. His big eyes and
playful tail, his soft furry
paws, …

PwC New Services and Emerging Technology – AI Lab

Source: Overview of machine learning and feature engineering, Alice Cheng, Strata+Hadoop 2015
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Deep Learning, is a specific type of machine learning that represents the world as a
nested hierarchy of concepts and learns important features and improves with data

Demo LINK
PwC
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